To all interested in the EDRA,

Dear colleagues,

As you can see on our website the fees for both EDRA part I and EDRA part II have been increased. The new fees are €300 for part I (€150/retake) and €300 for part II (€200/retake).

The reason to increase the fees is that the examination will be improved to fulfil the UEMS-CESMA (Council for European Specialist Medical Assessments) guidelines. The MCQ format for the part I will be changed to improve the examination quality. The part II will be organized over 2 days Monday and Tuesday, each individual examination will last longer 35-40 minutes, the oral examination will be standardized and ultrasound machines will be introduced. For all these reasons, the costs to organize the examination are increasing and the fees need to be adapted.

We thank you for your understanding and look forward to seeing you during the next EDRA examinations.

Sincerely,

J. A. Aguirre, MD, MSc
EDB-RA-Chair